Localization effects and quantum decoherence driven by the mass-eigenstate wave packet propagation are shown to support a statistical correlation between quantum entanglement and damped oscillations in the scenario of three-flavor quantum mixing for neutrinos. Once the mass-eigenstates that support flavor oscillations are identified as three-qubit modes, a decoherence scale can be extracted from correlation quantifiers, namely the entanglement of formation and the logarithmic negativity. Such a decoherence scale is compared with the coherence length of damped oscillations.
a. Introduction. The quantum oscillation framework [1] driven by mixing properties [2, 3] supports, almost sufficiently, the enlarged phenomenological scenario of flavor oscillations in neutrino physics. The flavor transition between observable quantum states involved in the production and detection of oscillating neutrinos can be accomplished by decoherence mechanisms which are effectively evinced, for instance, in a simplified external wave packet framework [1, 4, 5] . Localization effects indeed lead to the spatial quantum decoherence that imprints damping signatures onto neutrino oscillation probabilities [6, 7] .
These damping signatures are commonly attributed to some small corrections due to nonoscillation effects [8] that result from quantum decoherence, quantum decay, or even exotic oscillation mechanisms, and they are classified according to their spectral dependencies [9] .
One might suppose that a complete physical understanding of the flavor oscillation damping emerges when one changes the view of single particle quantum mechanics to that one of composite quantum system framework [10] . It provides an efficient theoretical tool through which damping signatures and related features can be extracted [11, 12] . Our purpose in this Letter is to identify the statistical correlation between the coherence length related to the flavor oscillation damping and the decoherence scale supported by entangled mass modes that drive flavor oscillations into a composite quantum system framework.
Entanglement is a natural quantum correlation that arises as consequence of the superposition principle in composite quantum systems [13, 14] . In particle physics, quantum entanglement has already been considered for quantifying the particle mixing in two-body systems like K 0 K 0 and B 0 B 0 states produced in electron-positron annihilations [15, 16] .
Recently, it has been shown that a related framework can be extended to the domain of quantum field theories [17] [18] [19] , where a fine structure of quantum correlations associated to multi-mode and multi-particle entanglement has been identified [20] . Hereafter entanglement of formation (E F ) and logarithmic negativity (E N ) are reported as quantifiers for quantum correlations between mass fields in the scenario of three-flavor neutrino mixing. Neutrino mass-eigenstates are then supposed to compound a 3-dim orthonormal basis as to make possible the description of each mass-eigenstate as a three-qubit state [14] . It supports the picture of flavor states described by entangled states such that the above mentioned quantum correlations can be computed between mass modes [14] . It allows one to obtain a statistical correlation between entanglement and damping as a function of a localization parameter, σ p , which parameterizes the wave packet width as ∝ 1/σ p .
b. Flavor oscillations and localization effects. Quantum flavor oscillations can be comprehended from the single particle quantum mechanical framework as a kind of three-level system problem. Starting with state vectors ν e , ν µ and ν τ related to electron, muon and taon neutrinos, respectively, one can identify the flavor state time-evolution as given by
with
k , in natural units (c = 1), with k = 1, 2, 3, and where ν 1 , ν 2 and ν 3 are the mass-(energy-)eigenstates and the mixing matrix, U , is given by 
where the following shorthand notation has been adopted: s kj ≡ sin (θ kj ), and c kj ≡ cos (θ kj ).
In this case one has three mixing angles, θ 12 , θ 13 , and θ 23 , and a unique free-phase parameter, δ [1] . The Hamiltonian in the mass-eigenstate basis is straightforwardly obtained from Eq. (2) as H ≡ Diag{E 1 , E 2 , E 3 }, and after simple mathematical manipulations [1, 10, 13] , the flavor oscillation probabilities can be computed as to give
namely the probabilities of α-flavor states being created at time t 0 ∼ 0, and either being detected as α-flavor states, or being converted into β-flavor states, both at a time t > t 0 , with α and β identified by flavors e, µ, and τ . Localization effects that may change the above flavor oscillating pattern can be introduced, for instance, through a simplified one-dimensional wave packet prescription [4, 5] for each mass-eigenstate, |ν k , with
where
and, as a matter of convenience, the momentum distribution, ψ k (p), is a Gaussian function given by
The survival probabilities from Eq. (3) are thus converted into damped flavor oscillating relations as
with α = e, µ, and τ . Due to tiny (weak interaction) cross sections involved in the physics of neutrino detection, P α→α (x, t) is measured by exposing a detector to continuous neutrino fluxes, which smears out any detector time resolution [13] . Meanwhile, it supports the statistics for a time-averaged expression resumed by
Assuming that mass-eigenstate wave packets propagate in a relativistic regime, with m k << p, such that [1] 
where ∆m To generalize the above results to a composite quantum system framework, one can introduce a localized density matrix operator, ρ α (x), and extend the time-averaged procedure [13] as to have
through which one sets a simplified expression for the survival probabilities [10] ,
To quantify the degree of statistical mixture for a system initially created (t = 0) as a pure flavor state, α, the quantum purity is defined as
The quantum purity for three-flavor quantum systems, with the phenomenological parameters above introduced, is depicted in the second plot of Fig. 1 . As one can notice, in spite of not exhibiting an oscillation pattern, the quantum purity, κ α (x), is suppressed as it evolves along the localization scale. The function |f kj (x)| follows a decreasing profile which asymptotically vanishes for x above a certain value that sets the damping scale. The decreasing behavior of the quantum purity hence describes the configuration of mixed states with the level of mixing determined driven by mass differences and mixing angles, and by a localization scale.
c. Mass eigenstates, qubits and entanglement quantifiers. Entanglement quantifiers correspond to quantum correlations that measure the separability of composite quantum systems. A state that describes a system composed by n subsystems in a Hilbert space
H k is separable if and only if it can be written as
with |ψ k ∈ H k [15] . A composite state described by a density operator ρ is separable if it can be decomposed into ρ = [21] . If a state is not separable then it is entangled [15] .
In the neutrino scenario, if one notices that mass-eigenstates are orthonormal, ν k |ν j = δ kj , in a 3-dim Hilbert space spanned by {|ν k }, one can interpret the label k as the index for the quantum mode [14] that relates mass-eigenstates and three-qubit states. One thus has |ν k = |δ k1 , δ k2 , δ k3 , where qubits are interpreted as the number of occupation in the respective mass mode. Flavor-eigenstates are then described as a superposition of qubit states,
which, in the composite quantum system framework, support the corresponding density matrix written as
which turns into a W -like entangled state for x = 0 [22] . As the system evolves as a function of the variable x, the entanglement between the mass modes changes as x increases.
To identify any correlation between the damping oscillation and the quantum entanglement for pure states, for instance, one can consider the entropy of entanglement [15] as a suitable quantifier of the entanglement between two subsystems. A pure state ρ = |ψ ψ| only admits a unique Schmidt decomposition [15] that is given in terms of base vectors of for the subsystem A, or ρ B = T r A [ρ] for the subsystem B, results into mixed states. One infers that a pure state is entangled if one of its reduced systems is mixed. The entropy of entanglement between two subsystems that compose a pure state, ρ, is therefore defined by 
For a pair of qubits, the above specified minimum value is given by [26] 
where h(x) = −x log 2 x − (1 − x) log 2 (1 − x), and C ≡ C[ρ] = max{0, λ 1 − λ 2 − λ 3 − λ 4 } is the quantum concurrence [26] , with λ 1 ≥ λ 2 ≥ λ 3 ≥ λ 4 corresponding to the square roots of the eigenvalues of ρ (σ y ⊗ σ y ) ρ * (σ y ⊗ σ y ). The quantum concurrence of a bipartition (17) is thus given by
and the E F between two modes, E {i,j} F,α , can be straightforwardly obtained from (18) . The averaged E F is thus defined by
Likewise, for a bipartite system ρ, one defines the negativity, N (ρ), as the absolute value of the sum of negative eigenvalues of ρ T , which is obtained through the partial transposition of ρ with respect to one mode such that, given an arbitrary orthonormal basis |i, j , the matrix elements of ρ T are obtained through i, j|ρ T |i , j = i , j|ρ|i, j . The E N is thus defined by [25] 
Considering the bipartition of the tripartite system (17) into two subsystems: {i} and {j, k}, the E N associated to the fixed bipartition {i; j, k} shall be given by
and the corresponding averaged E N associated to a flavor-eigenstate is identified by
The above introduced averaged quantities for E F and E N as given by Eqs. Otherwise, giving an entropic interpretation to the survival probability, which can be parameterized by a Boltzmann density of states such that Ω α (x)/Ω → P α→α (x), one can identify an ad hoc statistical correlation between survival probabilities, P α→α (x), and an equivalent Boltzmann entropy,
quantified by a deviation parameter, χ S , which is set equal to
χ S essentially depends on localization parameters, x and σ p /E, for which the derivative with respect to x suppresses any scale shift effect. Eq. (24) may be used to compute the statistical correlation between survival probabilities and entanglement quantifiers, as ∆S can be replaced by either E F or E N into Eq. (24).
The mean square deviation of χ over x is defined by
with χ S,α = dx χ S,α and χ 2 S,α = dx χ 2 S,α . It can be used to estimate the effects of wave packet localization on the correlation between damping and entanglement. Fig. 3 shows that the statistical correlation between P α→α and exp(∆S α ), as stated by ∆χ, is highly affected by the localization parameter σ p /E. The correlation quantified by ∆χ can be maximized for some specific choices of σ p /E. As presumed by the phenomenology, the results are constrained by neutrino mass and mixing angles and production/detection localization parameters. The maximal correlation between flavor entanglement and oscillation damping can be identified by the values of σ p /E that correspond to the set of minimal points of the plotted curves, for which ∆χ vanishes.
e. Conclusions Quantum entanglement and oscillation damping in the context of flavor quantum transition are show to have the same origin owing to localization and decoherence effects brought up by an external wave packet picture. Describing flavor-eigenstates as composite quantum systems has provided theoretical tools for obtaining a decoherence scale driven by the loss of quantum entanglement supported by a three-qubit partition where each qubit has been identified as a neutrino mass mode. A statistical correlation between the oscillation damping scale and the mass mode separability scale has been quantified in terms of an effective localization parameter, σ p /E. The maximal correlation depicted in Fig. 3 shows that the correspondence between quantum entanglement and oscillation damping due to localization effects is highly dependent on the localization scale, for which utmost correlations involving the entanglement of formation and the logarithmic negativity have been identified. 
